
Italian Customer Automatic Powder Packaging Machine
Case

  As shown in the picture is our Automatic Powder Packaging Machine, which integrates
bag making, filling, sealing, printing, punching and counting. Our equipment is very
popular because of its high quality and unique advantages. 

We have been dedicated to the design and manufacture of powder ingredients, powder filling
and material transfer for more than 15 years. There are more than 20 models of screw
quantitative feeders and vibrating screw feeders. We focus on providing bag packaging
machines, automatic flow packaging series, pillow packaging machines and vertical packaging
machine series for packaging machinery manufacturers. Our equipment is widely used in food,
chemical, agrochemical, daily chemical and metallurgical fields.

Automatic powder packaging machine

As shown in the picture is our Automatic Powder Packaging Machine, which integrates bag
making, filling, sealing, printing, punching and counting. Our equipment is very popular because
of its high quality and unique advantages. After several customers in Italy learned about our
equipment, they came to our factory to visit and inspect and plan to buy this equipment.

Main performance and functional characteristics of Automatic
Powder Packaging Machine:
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1. Automatic Powder Packaging Machine is equipped with safety protection, which meets the
requirements of enterprise safety management.
2. Use smart temperature controller for precise temperature control; ensure artistic and tidy
seal.
3. Use PLC servo system, pneumatic control system and super touch screen to form a drive
control center; maximize
The control accuracy, reliability and intelligence level of the whole machine.
4. Powder packaging machine completes the whole packaging process of measuring, filling,
bagging, date printing, filling (exhausted), product transportation and counting.
5. The touch screen can store the technical parameters of various products, and there is no
need to reset when the product is replaced.
6.Powder packaging production line has an error indication system, which helps to deal with
failures immediately.
7. Powder automatic packaging machinery can make sub-packaging and hanging bags
according to the different requirements of customers.
8. Automatic powder packaging equipment stainless steel machine and carbon steel machine.
9. Single belt transportation, stable and fast, low friction and less waste.
10. Powder automatic packaging machine has stainless steel model and carbon steel model to
choose from.
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Packaging powder sample

Automatic Powder Packaging Machine is suitable for all kinds of powdery materials, such as
flour, coffee powder, sulfur powder, milk powder, etc. It is widely used in food industry,
pharmaceutical industry, agriculture, etc. This machine can automatically complete the functions
of bag making, metering, filling, date printing, sealing, counting, etc., which greatly improves
work efficiency and saves manpower and material resources.

Italian customers visit

Our products have been sold to many countries and regions with very competitive prices and
superior functions, which can meet the different needs of domestic and international fields. Our
advanced technology and imported high-quality materials guarantee the quality of our products.
Our company's strict management, continuous innovation, and thoughtful service have won the
trust of customers all over the world.
This time an Italian customer came to our factory, and we reached a consensus. They bought
three Automatic Powder Packaging Machines from our factory and expressed their willingness
to develop further cooperative relations with us. We are very pleased with this and we will also
Continuously develop new technologies to provide customers with better products.
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